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Hi
I’m moonbird, your personal 
breathing coach. 

Follow this guide to get to know 
me and get the most out of 
your experience. 

Stuck somewhere? Ask us 
anything via hello@moonbird.life.

Let’s go.
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What’s 
moonbird 
and how does it work

Moonbird is an intuitive handheld 
breathing pacer. It expands and contracts 
like a balloon that inflates and deflates 
in your hand.  

Simply match your breathing with the 
rhythm of your moonbird. This triggers the 
natural relaxation response of your body. 

Inhale as moonbird inflates,
exhale as moonbird deflates.
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Download
the app
to get more out of your experience

Download the moonbird app 
Go to the App store (iOS) or Play 
store (Android) and download the  
moonbird app. 

Create an account
Open the app and follow the on-screen 
instructions to create an account.

Connect your moonbird
Tap on the ‘Find my device’ button 
to connect. This may take up to 
10 seconds.
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Wake 
& shake
to start your exercise

1

Wake your moonbird by giving it 
a little shake. 

A green LED light near the sensor shows 
that the moonbird is now ready to start one 
of the following exercises. 

Do not place your thumb on the 
sensor yet if you want to start a 
connected exercise with the app. 
Read more on p 6.

Place your thumb on the sensor to 
start a standalone exercise. Read more 
on p 7.
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with the moonbird app

Connected
exercise
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Connect
Shake to wake. Do not place your 
thumb on the sensor yet. Open the 
app and tap on the ‘Connect my 
device’ button to connect. This may 
take up to 10 seconds. 

Start
Tap ‘Choose an exercise’. Place your
thumb on the sensor and match your
breathing with the pace given by 
your moonbird.

Finish
Moonbird stops automatically at the 
end of an exercise. Tap ‘Finish’ to 
store date. After 10 seconds moonbird 
goes back to sleep.

Use the app to set your rhythm and get 
access to features such as biofeedback, 
audio guides or more guidance via our 
in-app journeys. 
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without the moonbird app

Standalone
exercise
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Start
Shake to wake and place your thumb 
on the sensor. Moonbird will 
automatically start your standard 
exercise after 5 seconds. Go to p 10 to 
change your standard exercise.

Finish
Take your thumb off the sensor. After 
10 seconds your moonbird will 
automatically fall asleep. 

In a world of distractions, a little peace goes 
a long way. That’s why our moonbird can 
also be used without your smartphone. 
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Biofeedback
See the impact of your 
breathing exercise

Breathing is the remote control of your 
nervous system. Breathing slowly, you push 
the brake pedal of your nervous system, 
triggering the natural relaxation response 
of your body. 

Science proves that slow breathing 
(around 6 breaths per min) is associated 
with fluctuations in heart rate and heart 
rate variability.

What is my heart rate (HR)?
The number of times your heart beats 
per minute.

What is my heart rate 
variability (HRV) ?
The rhythm of a healthy heart is irregular, 
with the intervals between consecutive 
heart beats constantly varying. This 
variation between heart beats is called 
heart rate variability (HRV).  

HRV is an important indicator of an 
individual’s capacity to adapt effectively to 
stress and environmental demands.   
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What is cardiac coherence?
Coherence is the degree of synchronization 
between your heart rate and your 
breathing rate. 

Scientific publications show that 
slow-paced breathing induces higher 
values of HRV, which is linked to states of 
relaxation. During an exercise, follow the 
changes in your HR, and try to maximise 
your HRV and your coherence level. 
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Set your rhythm
via the breathe function

To set your rhythm, tap the ’Breathe’ icon in 
the top right corner of your ‘Home’ screen to

Tick the box 'Standard exercise' to 
download this exercise to your moonbird. 
You can access this exercise without using 
your smartphone.

Select one of the predefined 
breathing exercises or select ‘Your 
personal rhythm’. To determine your 
personal rhythm see p 11.

Or, manually set  the length of the 
inhalations - pauses - exhalations. 
Scroll to 'Set your own breathing 
rhythm' and set a custom rhythm
via the white icon top right.
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Guide
your audio guide

To get extra guidance during your 
breathing we’ve created journeys for you 
to follow. To access this, click on the 
‘Guide’ button in the app menu below.

Determine your personal breathing rate 
by following the ‘HRV, coherence and 
your breathing rhythm’ journey and 
follow the instructions in the app. 

You could binge them but we advise that 
you listen to one episode per week, so 
you have time to make changes in your life.
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Have a breather
here are our favourite tips

You can always return to a normal 
breathing rate if necessary.

If you feel dizzy or lightheaded, try to 
breathe more shallowly and naturally. 

Inhale and exhale as much as possible 
through your nose.

Breathe through your belly and not 
through your chest. 

Select a predefined breathing rate, 
set a custom tempo, or determine 
your personal tempo.

Follow the pace of your moonbird with 
your breath.

Close your eyes if you feel 
comfortable to do so.

Sit, stand or lay down in a 
comfortable position.
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Don’t worry if this is all new to you. It might 
take a while before you’re accustomed 
to breathing with your moonbird. With 
regular practice, you will find things to go 
more smoothly.

We love to hear your feedback. Don’t 
hesitate to reach out to us so we can 
improve your experience. Go to the support 
section in the app, or get in touch via 
hello@moonbird.life.

Have a lovely day,
Stefanie and Michael

founders of moonbird
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